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LEGISLATION
State Legislative Services: An Overview
I. NRODUCTION
The growing complexity of American society has been accompanied
by a centralization and expansion of governmental services, and while
the center of gravity of this growth has been at the federal level, the
states have also had to assume greater responsibilities and broader
roles. In recent years 80,000 to 90,000 bills and resolutions have been
introduced in the principal sessions of the fifty state legislatures, and
each year approximately one-third of these are enacted into law.'
All states have developed complex programs in the areas of health,
education, public works and welfare, and as late as 1965 over seventy
per cent of domestic expenditures were made at the state and local
levels.2 Although the federal government has expanded its activities
in such areas as medicare, aid to education, and the war on poverty,
state and local governments continue to bear a heavy burden of
services which require increasing expenditures.3 Unfortunately, the
state legislatures have not developed the procedures and facilities
demanded by their expanding roles. Whereas the other coordinate
branches of government are administered by full-time public servants,
many of whom are experts in specialized fields, the average state
legislator is able to spend only about fifty-three percent of his time
0The Law Review wishes to express appreciation to the Vanderbilt University
Research Council, whose grant to the Faculty Advisor made this Note possible. Special
appreciation is also expressed to the following: (1) John L. Sanders (Director of
the Institute of Government, University of North Carolina), and Milton S. Heath, Jr.,
Henry W. Lewis, and J. Taylor McMillan (Institute Staff), who were interviewed in
North Carolina; (2) Sen. Robert P. Knowles (Senate President Pro Tempore), James
J. Burke (Revisor of Statutes), Dale Cattansch (Director, Legislative Budget Staff),
Earle Sachse (Executive Secretary, Joint Legislative Council), Patricia V. Robbins
(Deputy Chief, Legislative Reference Bureau), and Michael R. Vaughan (Staff Counsel,
Legislative Reference Bureau), who were interviewed in Wisconsin. Tape recordings
of these interviews [hereinafter cited as North Carolina Interview and Wisconsin
Interview] are on file with the Vanderbilt Law Review.
1. Keefe, The Functions and Powers of the State Legislatures, in STATE LEGISLA-
TtmE IN AMERIcAN Porarrcs 37, 39 (A. Heard ed. 1966).
2. BUREAU OF THE CENsus, U.S. DEP'T OF COMMERCE, 1966 STATSTICAL ABsmACT
or T=E UNrirD STATES 421 (Table No. 577). Domestic expenditure figures were ar-
rived at by subtracting from total expenditures the subtotals covering national defense,
international relations, and space research and technology.
3. Jacob, Dimensions of State Politics, in STATE LEGISLATuRES IN AMERICAN PoLmcs
5, 11 (A. Heard ed. 1966). The cost of state services increase, not only due to
population expansion, but also because the marginal costs of many state and local
programs expand with population shifts. For example, it is far more expensive to
provide sewerage for five families in the suburbs than in the central city.
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on the complicated task of law-making.4 In addition, generally one-
third of each legislature is populated by first-termers.5 The average
legislator is an amateur struggling against intense pressures and intri-
cate problems. Short sessions, long agendas and limited sources of
information make legislative life frustrating and hectic. Although the
facilities of the executive and judicial departments of government have
expanded rapidly as their duties have increased, the facilities available
to the legislature have not; yet the major law-making authority con-
tinues to be vested within the legislative jurisdiction.
Increasing awareness of the critical needs of the state legislatures
has stimulated a number of groups to study these needs and suggest
reforms.6 As a result of these efforts, the problems in this area are
well-defined. However, all too often the states have failed to take an
overview of the needs of the legislative branch; instead most efforts
in this area have been directed towards the solutions of specific prob-
lems. The result has been as follows: a specific service agency will be
created in response to a felt need; subsequently the agency will assume
additional duties under the force of circumstances, until finally it is
attempting to provide a multiplicity of services which it is not struc-
tured to undertake. The result is an agency understaffed, overworked,
and no longer able to meet even those demands for which it was
formed. Recognizing the inadequacy of such an ad hoc problem-
solving approach, this Note seeks to stimulate an overview of legisla-
tive needs.
In order to illustrate the needs of the legislative branch, this Note
will present a functional analysis of the individual legislator's role in
the law-making process. The end-product of the process is law, and
the initial step is to tap the sources of ideas from which to formulate
law. These ideas must be evaluated, and a decision made as to which
the individual legislator will sponsor. The next step, effectuating a
given proposal, involves the drafting of a bill to be submitted to the
legislature. The final step in the process, enacting law, requires
evaluating the proposals of others.
It should be observed that a thoroughgoing consideration of mod-
ernizing state legislatures must include such topics as rules of pro-
4. This figure is based upon an empirical study conducted in Wisconsin. See RFovr
Oi? Wis. Comm. ON IxnovmD EXPENDrruRE MANArEMNT 2 (1966).
5. Lockard, The State Legislator, in STATE LEcISLATURES IN AMY-IUCAN POLITICS
98, 104 (A. Heard ed. 1966).
6. Some of the more prominent groups undertaking such studies are: The American
Assembly, Columbia University; American Political Science Association, Washington,
D.C.; Citizens Conference on State Legislatures, Kansas City, Mo.; Committee on
Economic Development; and National Legislative Conference of the Council of
State Governments, Chicago.




cedure, office space, personal staff for the legislator, time limitations
upon sessions, legislative salaries and the committee system. 8 Such
problems, which indirectly bear upon the individual legislator's ability
to perform his task and which directly affect the overall performance
of the legislature, will not be discussed here. Rather, this Note will
concentrate on those services which directly affect the legislator's
ability to initiate, evaluate and effectuate changes in the law.
II. Tim LAw-MAmNG PRocEss
A. Sources of Ideas
The legislative process has been characterized as essentially a
judicial proceeding in which the plaintiff must bear the burden of
proof.9 This is perhaps an extreme statement, but the point implicit
in it is well-taken: very little legislation originates with the legisla-
ture itself; instead, others, the "plaintiffs," come to the legislator
seeking changes in the law. The premise of the characterization is
that the individual legislator must be informed by others, but all too
often he is forced to rely upon the state administration and the
lobbyists as the sources of his information. 10 These parties, the plain-
tiffs of the legislative process, have specific proposals, and under-
standably the information they proffer is presented in the light most
favorable to their goals. In the absence of organized opposition to
the proponents of a measure, the legislator is similar to a judge in
an ex parte proceeding. The judicial analogy breaks down, however,
when he is confronted with advocates promoting conflicting interests.
The legislator has no safeguards comparable to those provided by the
rules of evidence and canons of ethics to insure the reliability of
the information received. With such unreliable sources of information
8. For discussions of these problems see generally, Comm. FOR ECONOMIC DEVELoP-
UENTr, MODERNIZING STATE GOV NUMENT (1967); COUNCIL OF STATE GOVERNMENTS,
AmRICAN STATE LEGISLATURES IN MiD-TwENTmr CENTURY (1961); COUNCIL OF
STATE GoVERNMENTS, MR. PnESiDNT .. . , MR. SPEAKER (1963); M. JEWELL, THE
STATE LEGISLATURE: PoLrnCs AND PRACTICE (1962); W. KEEFE & M. Ocur, THE
AMEmRCAN LEGiSLATIvE PRocESs: CONGRESS AND T STATES (1964); J. SANDERs,
SELECTED FAcToRs AFFECTING LEGISLATIVE SERVICE IN NORTH CAROLINA, REP. TO THE
LEGISLATIVE REsEARmc Com-a'N (1966); STATE LEGISLATURES IN AMERICAN Por.rncs
(A. Heard ed. 1966); B. ZELLER, AMERCAN STATE LEGISLATURES, REP. OF = CoImm.
ON A.mEICAN LEGISLATURES IN MID-TWENTIETH CENTURY (1954).
9. Moffat, The Legislative Process, 24 CORNELL L.Q. 223, 228-29 (1939).
10. See B. ZELLER, supra note 8, at 214. The use of the terms administration and
lobbyists is not meant to suggest that either the administration or lobbyists are
monolithic in nature. For an excellent discussion of the various types of lobbyists and
the techniques they employ see W. KEEFE: & M. OGur, supra note 8, at 298-371.
Although the administration's influence on the legislative process is most often directed
from the governor's office, see id. at 372-98; Keefe, supra note 1, at 57-61, various




an inexperienced legislator can become the unwitting pawn of others."
Impartially conceived proposals evaluated in light of reliable in-
formation are necessary for successful legislative performance, a
need that has stimulated over eighty per cent of the states to form
legislative councils.' 2 Two major reasons often given for the estab-
lishment of legislative councils are: (1) that the intermittent nature
of legislative sessions makes it impossible for the legislature to give
continuous attention to major areas of state law, and (2) that the
absence of its own research facilities makes it unable to obtain reliable
information.13 The form of the legislative council varies in the several
states, but essentially it may be considered as a joint committee of the
legislature assisted by a full-time staff, with many states requiring
that both major political parties be represented.14 Although some
states assign varied functions to their councils, 5 the common function
served by all is applied research. Some councils merely transmit
factual reports to the legislature, 16 but most are empowered to submit
recommendations with their reports.'
7
The director of the highly successful Wisconsin legislative council
envisions it as a "joint enterprise . . . between the policy-maker and
the technical professional research staff."' The Wisconsin council is
essentially a steering committee which appoints study committees to
deal with specific projects.' 9 The members of these committees in
effect participate in the research by holding committee meetings with
the research staff, hearing progress reports of researchers, and direct-
ing them into areas of specific concern. The research staff makes no
effort to control the adopted solution, but constantly operates under
the principle that the decisions should be made by the elected policy-
11. Lockard, supra note 5, at 98, 123.
12. C. CrLn , A Sunv~z OF LEGISLATIVE SERVICES iN ThE FIr= STATES 5 (1967).
13. C. BALL, LEGISLATIVE RESEARCH AGENcrEs IN THE UNrrED STATES 1 (1961).
See also, B. ZELLER, supra note 8, at 125.
14. See, e.g., MAss. ANN. LAws ch. 3, § 56 (1966) (equal party representation
required); TEN. CODE ANN. § 3-401 (1955) (at least three minority party repre-
sentatives required); Wis. STAT. ANN. § 13.81 (Supp. 1967) (at least four minority
party members required). See also C. BALL, supra note 13, at 1.
15. See, e.g., TENN. CODE ANN. § 3-404 (1955) (assigning duties to council includ-
ing analyzing state revenues and expenditures).
16. See, e.g., ILL. ANN. STAT. ch. 63, § 34 (Smith-Hurd 1962) (authorizing council
to submit recommendations) and F. GUILD, LEGISLA CouNcus ArTEn TinTy
Y Ans 3-4 (1964) (noting that Illinois council decided not to submit recommendations).
As in Illinois, often these councils are empowered to make recommendations, but are
fearful that their colleagues may begin to view them as a super-legislature. The
fear was apparently well-founded in Kentucky for the original council was abolished in
1938 and replaced by the Legislative Research Commission, which as of 1954, had
never made a recommendation. C. BALL, supra note 13, at 2.
17. Id.
18. Wisconsin Interview.
19. Wis. STAT. ANN. § 13.82 (Supp. 1967).
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makers.2 0 The committees are not composed solely of council mem-
bers, although an effort is made to include at least one council
member on each committee.21  It is standard practice to include
public members in an effort to gain the aid of special knowledge
which may be unavailable in the membership of the legislature.22 In
addition, if the committee staff is fairly representative of the different
interest groups which will be affected by the legislation, the end
product stands a better chance of acceptance.23
It should be noted that the legislative council technique is not the
only possible solution to the problem of providing long-term extensive
research. At least two states rely heavily upon university personnel
for professional research services,2" and several states, most notably
New York, have established law revision commissions to undertake
extensive research activities.25  As generally conceived, these com-
missions consist of legal scholars vested with the responsibility of
suggesting needed revisions in light of modem conditions. This
particular device has an advantage of continuity not available to the
20. Wisconsin Interview.
21. Id. See also, Wis. STAT. ANN. § 13.82 (Supp. 1967) (makes council member
ex officio member of each committee).
22. Wisconsin Interview.
23. Approxinately two-thirds of the existing legislative councils are multi-purpose
joint committees performing many tasks in addition to the research function. See
F. GuiLD, supra note 16, at 3. There are of course alternative organizational schemes
for fulfilling the research function itself. For example the North Carolina Research
Commission utilizes exclusively the North Carolina Institute of Government to conduct
its studies. North Carolina Interview.
24. The states are North Carolina and Hawaii. North Carolina Interview. See also
CoMM. ON LIAISON Wrr Omn-R RsEARCH ORcANiZATIONS, NAT'L LEGISLATIVE
CoUNCIL, LEGISLATIVE RESEARCHa AcENCY RELATIONS wvlIm UNIvEInsrES 1 (1967).
In relation to the General Assembly, the Institute of Government of the University of
North Carolina provides all staff services for the Legislative Research Commission and
consults with other commissions and committees. In addition, the Institute maintains a
staff in the Legislative Office Building during sessions and provides daily, weekly and
session bulletins on the work of the General Assembly which are distributed to legis-
lators and local government officials. This arrangement has been of immeasurable
benefit to the North Carolina General Assembly by providing access to specialists at
the Institute which could not be obtained elsewhere for such a reasonable cost. Over
the years the staff of the Institute has developed expertise in various areas, which
is an invaluable asset of the legislature. However, it should be noted that John L.
Sanders, Director of the Institute, doubts the feasibility of the arrangement in other
states. He views the present structure as the fortunate product of a unique relationship
between the university and the people of the state. For this relationship to arise, there
must be a disposition on the part of the university to be concerned with everyday
operations of government, and there must be a disposition on the part of the people
to look to the university for assistance in matters other than teaching. Mr. Sanders
suggests that it may be more fruitful for other states to concentrate on direct staffing
of the legislature. North Carolina Interview.
25. N.Y. LEGIs. LAW §§ 70, 72 (McKinney 1952). The commission is composed
of two ex officio members, the chairmen of the judiciary committees of the separate
houses of the legislature, and five members appointed by the governor for five-year
terms.
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legislative council, which is composed of elected officials. On the
other hand, the legislative council has a more direct relationship with
the deliberative body which must finally accept or reject the pro-
posals, and thus it may be able to serve as a more successful advocate
of proposed statutes.2
The idea of a law revision commission is not inconsistent with the
legislative council device. Two major advantages are presented by
the former: continuity, and the existence of an agency which can
tap the resources of talented experts in dealing with highly technical
problems. To a certain extent this latter advantage can be obtained
by the legislative council through appointment of experts from
university faculties and elsewhere to the committees of the council.
Even so, an advantage may be gained from having both a council and
a commission. Since the initial impetus for the first law revision
commission centered around a felt need for a body of experts to
continually study and improve the administration of justice,27 it might
be advisable to establish a law revision commission with prime respon-
sibility for the organization of the judiciary, matters of administrative
practice, and other technical problems in the administration of justice.
Furthermore, it would be appropriate for this body to undertake
studies and submit proposals for the modernization of those statutes
involving technical legal considerations such as the commercial code,
probate law, and corporation law. The legislative council could
assume primary responsibility for other areas such as welfare, educa-
tion, conservation, highways and urban problems.
B. Evaluation of a Given Proposal
It should be apparent from the description of the legislative council
that its structure is best adapted for the major research project. In
order to meet the informational needs of the individual legislator a
reference library containing materials of legislative interest should be
provided, along with a staff capable of collecting, indexing and
26. It is true that some members of law revision commissions may be appointed
from the legislature, e.g., N.Y. LEGIs. LANW §§ 70, 72 (McKinney 1952), but to the
extent that greater legislative representation is obtained, the advantage of continuity
may be sacrificed.
27. See MacDonald, Legal Research Translated Into Legislative Action: The New
York Law Revision Commission 1934-1963, 48 ComLr. L.Q. 401 (1963). In 1921
Judge Benjamin N. Cardozo, in an address to the Association of the Bar of the City of
New York, proposed a Ministry of Justice. "The duty must be cast on some man or
group of men to watch the law in action, observe the manner of its functioning, and
report the changes needed when function is deranged." Cardozo, A Ministry of Justice,
35 Hnyv. L. REv. 113, 114 (1921). Two years later the legislature responded and by
1934 the Law Revision Commission had evolved. 1934 N.Y. Session Laws eh. 597
(now N.Y. LEGIS. LA-w § 70 (McKinney 1952)).
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digesting relevant materials upon his request. Many states have
established legislative reference bureaus to perform this service.'
These bureaus maintain a pamphlet library containing relevant
materials in the social sciences, reports of legislative commissions of
both its state and others, special reports, studies and other documents
in the field of state government. 29 In addition, such a bureau should
keep a file of current bills and resolutions and copies of previous years'
documents. If properly indexed, this material will be readily available
to legislators interested in what has been proposed in the past and
will enable him to profit from the experience of sister jurisdictions.
It should be noted that this bureau will be quite useful to the
other legislative service agencies. The council staff can utilize the
resources in its research, and draftsmen will profit greatly from the
well indexed files of past bills and other legal materials. Perhaps the
greatest service which the bureau could perform is that undertaken
in such states as Wisconsin and Ohio. These reference bureaus main-
tain a staff of research personnel providing spot research aids upon re-
quest of the legislator. In Wisconsin the bureau supplies basically four
types of reports: (1) one-page fact sheets; (2) three-page briefs; (3)
ten-page informational bulletins; and (4) thirty-page research papers.
The researcher decides the type of report to prepare on the basis of
the nature of the request and the scope of the problem. In addition,
informational bulletins and other reports are prepared in anticipation
of requests.3 If the bureau succeeds in establishing a reputation for
competence and neutrality, it can help to free the legislator from
what may be a feeling of helplessness and allow him to evaluate
intelligently proposals urged upon him by constituents, lobbyists
and bureaucrats. The individual legislator armed with independent
and efficient research assistance may and should be stimulated to
perform his duties more thoroughly and conscientiously.
31
28. Clark reports that 85 service agencies provide general legislative reference or
research, C. Cr_ n, supra note 12, at 12, and 82 of these provide spot research services
for the individual legislator. Id. Table 1, at 9-11. A number of these agencies take
the form of the Wisconsin Legislative Reference Bureau discussed infra notes 29-31
and accompanying text. See C. CLMm, supra note 12, at 59-189 for brief descriptions
of the functions of the various agencies in each of the states.
29. Wisconsin Interview; Schwartz, The Ohio Legislative Reference Bureau And
Its Place in The Legislative Process, 11 OEo ST. L.J. 436, 443-45 (1950).
30. Wisconsin Interview. See Schwartz, supra note 29.
31. Obviously, qualified personnel are required to effectuate the legislative reference
bureau concept. The hiring and maintenance of such employees is complicated by
the fluctuations in man-power needs resulting from the limited sessions of most state
legislatures. Although this is a problem affecting most legislative service agencies, it
is submitted that the director of legislative services provided for in the conclusion to
this Note will serve to mitigate the problem. The full-time director will be in a
position both to recruit qualified personnel, and to coordinate effective use of staff
between the various legislative service organizations.
1967 ]
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C. Effectuating a Given Proposal
Once a legislator has chosen a concept which he wishes to have
enacted into law, that idea must be incorporated in the form of a
bill for consideration by the legislature. Due to the combination of
skills required in drafting a bill,32 and the severe limitations upon
the legislator's time, he is in most cases unable adequately to draft
his own bills. Recognizing this problem, forty-nine states now provide
legislators some type of bill drafting service.33  In some states bill
drafting is primarily the function of the legislative council,34 while in
others it is provided by the legislative reference bureau,3 5 the attorney
general's office, the state library, or by combinations of these
agencies.36
Although nearly every state provides a drafting service, many have
failed to fully satisfy the needs of their legislators. Some of these
shortcomings have resulted from the failure to employ a sufficient
number of qualified draftsmen. 7 Problems have also arisen in some
32. "[Tlhe professional bill drafter must do six important things: 1. He must master
the subject matter; that is, he must know the statutes and court decisions on the
subject. 2. He must consider whether the desired proposal may be adequately dealt
with by amendment to existing law or whether it requires a new law. 3. He must
carefully examine administrative precedents and methods of enforcement as disclosed
by the statutes of other states and as reported by successful administrators. 4. He
must consider who will be affected by the measure. He must determine whether any
principle of law will be affected, beyond the statute to be amended. 5. He must care-
fully consider constitutional requirements such as whether the proposed act includes
only one subject. 6. He must also consider whether all appropriate details have been
inserted into a bill that affects administrative organization and procedure." EAGLETON
INsTrrUTE OF PoLrrTcs, THE RHODE IsLAND LEGISLATuRE 3/1-2 (1967) [herein-
after cited as EAGLETO N INsT. REP.]. See also C. CLARK, supra note 12, at 24-28;
CoUNCIL OF STATE GovKENrmNTs, Ma. PRESmENT .... MR. SPEAKm 42 (1963);
Schwartz, supra note 29, at 436.
33. C. CLARK, supra note 12, at 28. In 1963 Wyoming abolished its legislative
council which provided the bill drafting service. Id.
34. Thirteen states administer their bill drafting service through the legislative coun-
cil. Id. at 25-27.
35. In Wisconsin one of the primary functions of the legislative reference bureau
is bill drafting. During the session the bureau employs a staff of five attorneys to
draft bills upon request of a legislator, an officer, an agency, a department of state,
or certain other statewide groups such as the State Employees and the Municipal
League. Wisconsin Interview.
36. According to Clark, in eighteen states the bill drafting function is performed
by the legislative reference bureau, and in an additional eighteen the service is admin-
istered by legal service agencies such as the attorney general's office as in Colorado,
Mississippi, and North Carolina. C. CLARK, supra note 12, at 28.
37. North Carolina Interview; EAGLETON INsT. REP. 3/5. Most states employ a
particular number of bill draftsmen on a permanent basis, and attempt to employ ad-
ditional draftsmen during sessions. For instance, in Wisconsin, two permanent drafts-
men are employed and are supplemented by an additional three during sessions. Wis-
consin Interview. A 1960 survey revealed that Illinois employed three permanent drafts-
men and that Pennsylvania employed five. During sessions, these states employed an ad-
ditional six and three draftsmen, respectively. COUNCIL OF STATE GOvaNmENTs, LKGs-
LATnvE REFERENCE BtURAus AND LmnnARx SEavIcts 6-10 (1960). See also C. CLAr ,.
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states from the lack of a proper relationship between the bill drafting
agency and the legislature. To obtain the respect of the legislature,
and insure that its members make use of its services, the bill drafting
agency should accept requests of legislators in strict confidence.
39
A legislator who has originated an idea wishes to be the first to
introduce it, and so far as the bill drafting agency is concerned, every
attempt should be made to refrain from prematurely revealing that
idea.40 Another requisite of a proper relationship with the members of
the legislature is the non-involvement of the bill drafter in policy
matters.41 It is the legislator's role to determine policy questions
regarding his proposal.42 If a problem arises with respect to a
bill, it is the draftsman's roll to make an objective presentation of
the facts and legal questions involved so that the legislator may
make the policy determination.43 In furtherance of this principle
of objectivity, the bill drafting agency should remain non-partisan
in administering its services. The function of this agency is to
serve all the members of the legislature in the most effective
manner possible. Unfortunately, some drafting agencies have failed
to develop a spirit of objectivity, and have diminished their value as
service agencies by alienating various members of the legislature.44
Many of the problems which have already been mentioned could
be eliminated by better administration of the bill drafting service.
First, it would appear preferable to administer this service through a
single agency.45 Not only would this consolidate the administrative
supra note 12, at 30-31, for the composition of the staff, expenditures, and scope of the
bill drafting agencies in the states.
38. See generally Schwartz, supra note 29, at 436.
39. Wisconsin Interview.
40. "Legislators being human, often take pride in being the first to initiate a brand-
new idea on the floor of the legislative halls. Their thoughts and observations and
suggested solutions of legislative problems must be guarded with utmost secrecy while
the bill is in the process of preparation and until he, and he alone, cares to divulge it."
Schwartz, supra note 29, at 441.
41. Id. One writer has suggested that the involvement in policy matters of non-
members of the legislature is a danger inherent in the system of councils and bureaus.
To prevent this danger from becoming a reality, it is urged that steps be taken to
insure that the staff of these agencies are "as unbiased as possible and ...never ad-
vocate legislation, no matter how good, or oppose any, regardless of how reprehensible
it may be." Weiss, The Legislative Council and Reference Bureau, 25 FLA. L.J. 57,
59 (1951).
42. Horack, supra note 7, at 468.
43. Schwartz, supra note 29, at 441.
44. A study of the Rhode Island bill drafting service revealed "strong partisan over-
tones" in the theoretically non-partisan agency. As a result of this atmosphere,
"members of both parties ...indicated a certain uneasiness in committing major or
novel pieces of legislation to the [bill drafting service.]" EAGLETON INST. REP. 3/3.
45. Some states offer bill drafting services through more than one agency. See
C. Ciuuc, supra note 12, at 25-27. As stated in the Eagleton Institute Report, "the
[c]onsolidation of the bill drafting function within [one agency] would ...serve to
1967 ]
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expertise, but it would also lead to a higher degree of uniformity
in the form of bills introduced. Perhaps the most workable system
would be to administer the bill drafting service as a division of the
legislative reference bureau,46 since the bureau provides easy access
for the members of the legislature and maintains the library and
research facilities needed by the draftsmen. Furthermore, the bureau
is in a better position to remain non-political than other agencies such
as the attorney general's office, an executive department, or the
legislative council, composed of elected members of the legislature.47
D. Evaluating the Ideas of Others
Once an idea has been introduced in the form of a bill, each
member of the legislature should examine it with a view toward
casting an intelligent vote. However, with the large volume of
bills introduced, 8 it is nearly impossible for a legislator even to
read each bill which is being considered for enactment. In an
attempt to solve this problem, one state, Wisconsin, requires that each
assign responsibility for commonality of style and legal sufficiency in one central
agency," thus improving the effectiveness of the service. EACLETrON INST. REP. 3/5.
46. It should not be forgotten that this suggestion is an attempt to present the
problem of legislative aids in a relatively simplified manner, and it may be that a
proposal such as incorporating the bill drafting function into the legislative reference
bureau may conflict with established practice in many states. In some instances, it
would be more plausible to alter the suggested method in an effort to preserve favor-
able relationships which presently exist between various agencies. However, effective
providing of service should not be sacrificed for convenience or existing favorable
relationships. Thus, traditional methods of providing services should be judged only
in terms of their existing or potential merit, and if deficient, tradition should be dis-
carded for a more effective new method.
47. As a solution to the problem of partisan overtones in the legislative council's
administration of the bill drafting service in Rhode Island, the Eagleton, Institute Report
recommended that the council staff director should have two bill drafting deputies, one
approved by each party caucus. The number of drafters assigned to each party would
be proportionate to the political composition of the general assembly. Members of
each party would submit their requests to the drafting staff responsible to their caucus.
EAGLETON INST. REP. 3/5-3/6. Although this solution would promote the policy of
making services available to all members of the legislature regardless of political affilia-
tion, it promotes inefficient administration of legislative services by providing tvo
separate organizational schemes to administer the service. Furthermore, the suggestion
seems to emphasize aid to the input of partisan units rather than aid to the output of
the legislature as a whole. Finally, this solution would appear to create a significant
practical problem. The proportioning of draftsmen according to party representation
in the legislature would require an alteration in the number of draftsmen assigned to
a party each time the political composition of the legislature changes. This would
either require dismissal of a number of draftsmen who have to some extent acquired
skill in discharging their function on the ground that they have become accustomed
to incorporating and advancing a particular political viewpoint in drafting legislation;
or it would require that draftsmen who may have in fact become so accustomed be
transferred to another party. It would at least necessitate an alteration in organization
which in itself is time consuming and disruptive.
48. See note I supra and accompanying text.
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bill, regardless of its source, be accompanied by a bill analysis,49
prepared by the draftsmen, and briefly indicating the bill's effect
upon the law. In addition, the Wisconsin Legislature now requires
that each bill affecting the state revenues or expenditures be accom-
panied by a fiscal note prepared by the particular department to be
affected and stating the predicted change in either state revenues or
expenditures. If the legislator is dissatisfied with the fiscal note
prepared by the affected agency, he may request the legislative
budget staff to prepare another. Although the Wisconsin budget staff
primarily serves the Joint Committee on Finance, 50 it also provides
fiscal information on a bipartisan basis to enable the legislator to make
intelligent decisions regarding fiscal matters.51
These services provide the legislator with only a brief summation
of the legal effect, and in appropriate cases, the fiscal effect of bills;
nevertheless, they would at least make it easier for the legislator to
become aware of the proposals before him. In addition, they would
provide him with a quick indication of whether he needs further
information52 to make an intelligent evaluation of the merits of a
particular bill. In sum, providing these services gives each legislator
the opportunity to evaluate every bill.
III. OTHER SERVICES
A. Services to Committees
No consideration of legislative services would be complete without
at least a brief discussion of committee staffing, i.e., the providing of
legislative personnel directly and solely responsible to specialized
committees. 53 The United States Congress has had relative success
with committee staffing for a number of years,M and a few of the
larger states have undertaken substantial staffing of their committees. 55
The purpose of staffing has been to foster development of expertise
49. In addition to preparing a summary analysis of all bills introduced, the bill
draftsmen in Wisconsin are required to review every bill, regardless of its source, for
technical accuracy. Wisconsin Interview.
50. See note 59 infra and accompanying text.
51. The Wisconsin Legislative Audit Bureau, which performs post auditing, publishes
reports of its findings which the legislator may also find useful in regard to fiscal
matters. Wis. STAT. ANN. § 13.94 (Supp. 1967). See note 60 infra and accompanying
text.
52. If further information is needed, he may utilize the facilities of the legislative
bureau, or some other available source. See notes 28-31 supra and accompanying text.
53. See C. CLAnx, supra note 12, at 50.
54. See W. K=EEE & M. OGuL, supra note 8, at 172-74, where the authors discuss
the shortcomings and accomplishments of committee stafng in Congress.
55. New York is probably the leader in the area of committee staffing. However,
California, Hawaii, Michigan, Minnesota, Ohio, and Texas also provide a significant
number of committees with professional staff. See C. CLrnx, supra note 12, at 50.
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within the committee system and to entrust specialized committees
with the primary responsibility for analyzing proposed legislation
within their sphere of competence.56 Perhaps the future of effective
legislative services lies in this area. Full committee staflling is neither
inconsistent with, nor an alternative to, the types of legislative services
discussed above. As noted, the purpose of committee staffing is to
improve the performance of the specialized committee system,
whereas the types of centralized services with which this Note is
concerned are directed primarily toward assisting the individual legis-
lator to better perform his task. That these services can and ideally
should co-exist is evidenced by the successful employment of both
by the United States Congress.57 Nonetheless, it is submitted that
the centralized services should precede full committee staffing; and in
those states where development of both structures would be an overly
ambitious undertaking due to scarce resources, concentrated attention
should first be given to the centralized program.
Several problems arise in an attempt by state legislatures to utilize
full committee staffing: committee chairmen are frequently unable
to employ staff efficiently; the committee staff technique is unsuited
for tapping the resources of skilled members of the public; relatively
high turnover in the legislature may lead to a lack of continuity in
the direction of staff services; and such a decentralized structure may
produce overlap and duplication of effortY8 In addition, many legis-
latures in which these conditions exist may not have the size and
resources to utilize full staffing of all committees. However, as these
legislatures grow, they should attempt to make the gradual transition
to the full committee staffing arrangement by first providing staff
for the more important committees. A logical initial step in this
process would be to provide these committees with clerical and
stenographical personnel to maintain records of committee proceed-
ings.
Furthermore, it is submitted that due to the complexity and
importance of fiscal matters, all states should presently make an
effort to provide professional staff to the committee in charge of
finance. Wisconsin has provided its Joint Committee on Finance with
a non-partisan staff of five full-time budget and fiscal analysts and
various clerical personnel. The primary function of the staff is to
serve the committee in analyzing the proposed state budget. The
staff performs field research, makes comparisons of agency requests
in other states, and provides other factual information to the com-
mittee. In addition, the staff will make recommendations to the
56. See W. KEE & M. Oem.L, supra note 8, at 172-73.
57. See Horack, supra note 7, at 468.
58. Wisconsin Interview. See also W. KEEFE & M. OtrL, supra note 8, at 172-74.
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finance committee in instances of controversial issues or extremely
technical areas.59 It is submitted that this service would enable the
legislative branch to participate more fully in the system of checks
and balances.
B. Post Auditing and Program Auditing
It is important that the legislature be able to evaluate objectively
the manner in which its appropriations are expended, and the effec-
tiveness of its method of collecting revenues. To provide this oppor-
tunity to the legislature, it is necessary that the fiscal and budgetary
processes of the state be subject to an examination by an agency loyal
to the legislative branch.60 This examination should include not only
the normal post audit functions such as determining that vouchers
match actual expenditures, but also program auditing which focuses
on particular programs, comparing alternative means of reaching
stated objectives and providing continuous comparisons of costs
incurred with results achieved. 61 Although in some states various
degrees of these services are provided by a legislative audit bureau,62
it would appear desirable to combine these functions with those of
the budget analysts in a single agency in order to facilitate an inter-
change of personnel.6 By combining the post audit function and
the function of budget analysts, there emerges a service agency whose
essential role is that of enabling the legislative branch to view objec-
tively all matters of fiscal policy and budgeting processes in the state.
C. Records of the Process
To be effective, law must be promulgated in a form which is
accurate and understandable to those who must abide by it. Over
the years many statutes are amended, repealed, declared unconstitu-
tional, become antiquated, or otherwise undergo change. Recog-
nizing the effects of this process and the importance of confronting
the people of the state with a current and orderly compilation of
the existing law, 64 many states have established legislative agencies
59. Wisconsin Interview. See also C. CLARK, supra note 12, at 39-42.
60. Wisconsin Interview. According to state Sen. Knowles of Wisconsin, the state
legislatures' greatest shortcoming has been the failure to oversee the disbursement of
their appropriations.
61. For a more detailed discussion of the program audit concept, see Comm. FOR
EcoNolnc DE VOPmENT, BUDGETmG roR NA-nONAL OBJECrvEs (1966). Although
this monograph discusses program auditing on the federal level, the principles stated
are applicable to the states.
62. See C. CLARK, supra note 12, at 42-49.
63. See note 59 supra and accompanying text.
64. "Over the years the legislative output results in a mass of statutes, scattered
through dozens of volumes of session laws in which the enactments of all different
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which engage in statutory and code revision.6" "A revision of statutes
collects the laws according to subject matter and arranges them in a
logical system of positive law; eliminates language and provisions
that are unnecessary or inoperative; and restates the laws in uniform
terminology, grammatical structure and punctuation."66 It is the
initial duty of a revision agency to make a bulk revision of the state
statutes and code. 67 Once this task is accomplished, there is need
for a constant policing of the statutes with a view toward the elimina-
tion of stylistic and minor substantive errors. 68 Upon discovering an
error, the revision agency should prepare a corrective bill to be
introduced in the legislature.
Many states do not presently engage in revision, and many of
those that do have some type of revision do not engage in continuous
revision.69 Furthermore, some states which have a revision service
have thrust this responsibility upon general research and reference
subjects appear with no order other than the sequence-of-act numbers or dates of
enactment. A legislator, attorney, public official or citizen seeking to find the law
on a single subject would have to examine each volume of session laws from first to
last and relate all amendments to the original law. Unrevised session laws or obsolescent
codes are likely to contain conflicting enactments, out-of-date provisions, and statutory
provisions declared unconstitutional. They may also exhibit great variations in structure,
form of expression, definitions, terms, and grammatical form." The CouNCM or
STATE GOVERNMEIMs, MR. PREsmEr . . . , MR. SPEAKER 38 (1963).
65. There are presently 39 states which have agencies performing some type of
statutory or code revision. C. CLAtu, supra note 12, at 34.
66. Id. at 32; CouNcrL oF STATE GovEmNmENrs, MR. PREsmENT .... MR. SprEAEn
38-39 (1963).
67. As stated in C. Cru, supra note 12, at 33, the purposes of bulk revision are:
"1. To determine what statutes are in effect by eliminating all obsolete, unconstitutional,
and unnecessary sections of the law. A master file of the live law results. 2. To organize
the live law according to subject matter into a logical classification system consisting
of titles, chapters, and sections. 3. To restate the law in clear and simple language
with uniformity of expression, capitalization, spelling, and punctuation. Redundancies
are removed, misspelled words are corrected, ambiguities are resolved, poor grammar
is reconstructed. Frequently used and critical terms are defined and consistently
employed. 4. To establish a numbering system which provides immediate identification
and access to the subject matter, and which is sufficiently flexible to accommodate future
enactments."
68. Major revisions of the law should be undertaken by the legislative council.
The revising agency should engage only in minor substantive revision which is
necessary to "clean up" the laws. One recent Wisconsin example of minor substantive
revision concerned the method of collection under the beer and liquor tax laws. Previ-
ously the tax on these beverages had been collected by the use of a stamp method,
Subsequently, however, the method of collection on beer was changed by statute to a
monthly reporting system. The statutes embodying the liquor law, which remained
unaffected by the change in the beer law, continued to refer to the repealed stamp
method of collection provided in the beer law as the method applicable to liquor
collections. It was the revisors task to reorganize these sections in a sensible manner,
and to present that reorganization in the form of a bill to the legislature. Wisconsin
Interview.
69. Nine states providing some revision service do not engage in continuous revision.
C. CLARK, supra note 12, at 34.
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agencies, which often view this task as a secondary function.70 It
would appear preferable to place responsibility for revision upon a
single, independent agency and to provide that agency with sufficient
staff to perform continuous revision.71
IV. CONCLUSION
The increasing complexity of state legislative business and the
relative inexperience of the average state law-maker demand that an
integrated service organization, loyal to the legislature, be established
to furnish technical and professional assistance to individual legis-
lators. A functional analysis of the legislative process suggests that
the needs could be met in the following manner.7
2
1. The legislature should establish three permanent, joint, bi-parti-
san committees:
70. This situation exists with respect to nineteen of the legislative agencies providing
revision. Id. It is stated by Clark that "[O]ne revisor replying to the [Citizens Con-
ference Survey] questionnaire, explained one danger of this type of staff organization:
'Statute revision is a non-glamorous undertaking. Legislators and lawyers can get no
favorable headlines from urging or doing a good job on revision and yet it is a
very necessary operation. Consequently when the revision program is attached to and
made a part of a legislative research program it is generally relegated to a secondary
position....'
71. See id. at 35-36.
72. The following chart suggests the organizational format contemplated:
Legislative Council loint Committee on Legislative Organization Joint Committee on Finance
Department of Legislative Services
Director
Staff Director [Bureau Chief




(a) A Joint Committee on Legislative Services charged with the
general supervision of all legislative service agencies and
personnel.
(b) A Joint Legislative Council charged with the duty of pre-
paring long-term studies on important problems, and em-
powered to appoint committees, including public members,
to undertake these studies. The Council should submit re-
ports for the consideration of the legislature, and from time
to time make recommendations for specific legislation.
(c) A Joint Committee on Finance charged with the primary
task of overseeing general state fiscal matters, including
reporting the executive budget to the legislature.
2. Under the Joint Committee on Legislative Services, a Depart-
ment of Legislative Services should be created and a full-time director
appointed by the Committee. The director should be charged with
the duty of supervising and coordinating all staff services to the
legislature. Specifically, he should be charged with ultimate respon-
sibility for hiring, discharging, and determining matters of compensa-
tion for legislative service staff. Furthermore, the director should
insure that the legislative staff is at all times allocated to the various
service agencies in proportion to manpower needs.
3. A director of Legislative Council Staff should be appointed by
the director of the Department of Legislative Services, and charged
with the duty of supervising such staff as is assigned to the Legislative
Council by the director of the Department of Legislative Services.
4. A Legislative Fiscal Bureau should be created within the juris-
diction of the Department of Legislative Services. The Bureau should
assist the Joint Committee on Finance in the performance of its duties.
Specifically, the Bureau should perform the functions of budget
analysis, post audit, and program audit. To the extent practicable
the Bureau should be available to assist individual legislators on
matters of state fiscal policy. The Bureau should be supervised by a
bureau chief appointed by the director of the Department of Legis-
lative Services.
5. A Legislative Reference Bureau should be created within the
jurisdiction of the Department of Legislative Services. The Bureau
should maintain an adequately indexed reference library, containing
materials of legislative interest, and providing a bill drafting service
for the legislature. A bureau chief should be appointed by the
director.
6. An Office of Revisor of Statutes should be created within the
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jurisdiction of the Department of Legislative Services. The Office of
Revisor should be charged with the duty of maintaining an orderly
and accurate compilation of state statutes in force, and of introducing
bills to amend the statutes for the purpose of correcting minor sub-
stantive or stylistic errors and repealing archiac or unconstitutional
provisions. A Revisor of Statutes should be appointed by the director
of the Departmaent of Legislative Services.
7. A Law Revision Commission should be created within the juris-
diction of the Department of Legislative Services. The Commission
should have the prime responsibility for the continual study of the
organization of the judiciary, matters of administrative practice, and
other technical problems in the administration of justice. In addition,
the Commission should undertake such studies as are referred to
it by either house of the legislature. The membership of the Com-
mission should consist of five members of the bar nominated by the
Chief justice of the Supreme Court, and approved and appointed by
the upper house of the legislature.
